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New Beginnings
Financial planning for seniors who are starting over

Finding the light in
difficult times

As we go through life, we can face
unwelcome and unexpected changes.
Adapting can be a challenge as we age,
as habits and familiarity have set in.
When our lives change significantly it can often be more difficult for us to
adapt to our new circumstances. The death of your partner, losing someone
to dementia, moving a long-term partner into residential care and divorce
after many years of marriage are all life changing events. The savvy seeks
advice and guidance to assist the transition from the old, to the new life.

As specialists in advising people
in their mid to later life, we
provide advice, guidance and
emotional support to those going
through difficult times.
Our tailor-made services will
help you gain confidence,
empowering you with financial
freedom and focusing on your
new future. Whether the assets
are property, pensions, cash or
investments, our expert team of
Independent Financial Advisers
are here to plan with you, for
many years to come.
Accredited with the Society for
Later Life Advisers (SOLLA) and

authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority, our
specialists are industry recognised leaders in later life advice.
We believe in exploring every
opportunity to facilitate your
decision making. Our advice
includes a total review of your
assets, lifetime mortgages, cash
management and tax efficient
investments (including Income,
capital gains and inheritance
taxes).
For those considering care for
their lifetime partner, our care
fees services help you make the
right decisions at the right time.

and independent. You can be
assured of this as our simple fixed
fee relates to the service and
advice provided, not the amount
to be invested.
If you believe in
making informed
decisions and
seeking specialist
advice, give us a call
to learn more about
how our services
will support your
future new life.

“

“

All advice is completely unbiased

I have seen Karen give a client a
future of confidence and dignity
J D C New Forest

We’re here
for you
throughout
your journey

“I needed to find a Financial
Adviser who had knowledge and
experience of later life advice and
how dementia affects people.
I had to know the decisions I was
about to make would absolutely
be in my husband’s best interest
so I could ensure, in his remaining years, he was in the best Care
Home he could afford.
When I sat down with Karen in the first
meeting, I felt a weight lifting off my
shoulders as I knew she would be able
to help and advise me moving forward.
Dementia care is complex. I was
concerned, when I reached a point
where I could no longer cope at home,
my husband would be placed in a home
over which I had no control.

The options meeting covered what
I could achieve with my husband’s
finances and what my choices were.
That enabled me to decide what my
husband could afford and what would
be in his best interests.
Karen was professional and showed
great warmth and understanding of my
situation and how my husband’s disease
was impacting on me.
For anyone needing financial advice
whether for themselves or a loved one
I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend Karen
as I felt she was knowledgeable,
professional, approachable and gave
holistic advice.”
A. Dyer, Wiltshire

A. Dyer, Wiltshire

“

“

My husband has Alzheimer’s
disease. For anyone who has
a loved one with dementia
they will know it is a very
emotional journey filled with
both highs and lows.
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